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ABSTRACT 
 
The conventional process of history matching uses only data from wells obtained at discrete locations in 
the reservoir, lacking any areal coverage.  Time lapse seismic data can provide dynamic information 
regarding the areal distribution of pressure and fluid saturation.  It is thought that a reservoir model that is 
better constrained will produce more accurate predictions (Landa and Horne, 1997).  This paper presents 
a method for quantitatively incorporating 4D seismic data into the reservoir model using an assisted 
history matching tool with an advanced Bayesian estimator.  The workflow was carried out on a sector 
model of a UK North Sea field and multiple history matched models were generated.   
 
     Experimental results have shown that incorporating 4D seismic data into the reservoir model in this 
quantitative way improves the quality of history matches and improves the prediction of the seismic 
attributes.  The impact of the additional seismic data on the prediction capability of oil, water and gas 
rates was also investigated.  The method uses commercially available assisted history matching software 
called EnABLE, which allows multiple history matched models to be generated.  This allows for an 
improved estimate of prediction uncertainty as compared with the conventional deterministic match. 
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Abstract 
The conventional process of history matching uses only data from wells obtained at discrete locations in the reservoir, lacking 
any areal coverage.  Time lapse seismic data can provide dynamic information regarding the areal distribution of pressure and 
fluid saturation.  It is thought that a reservoir model that is better constrained will produce more accurate predictions (Landa 
and Horne, 1997).  This paper presents a method for quantitatively incorporating 4D seismic data into the reservoir model 
using an assisted history matching tool with an advanced Bayesian estimator.  The workflow was carried out on a sector model 
of a UK North Sea field and multiple history matched models were generated.   
 
     Experimental results have shown that incorporating 4D seismic data into the reservoir model in this quantitative way 
improves the quality of history matches and improves the prediction of the seismic attributes.  The impact of the additional 
seismic data on the prediction capability of oil, water and gas rates was also investigated.  The method uses commercially 
available assisted history matching software called EnABLE, which allows multiple history matched models to be generated.  
This allows for an improved estimate of prediction uncertainty as compared with the conventional deterministic match. 
 
 
Introduction 
The main objective of a good reservoir model is to predict the range of possible reservoir performance.  The process of history 
matching is employed to modify the model input data (such as permeability, porosity, fault transmissibility, etc.) so that the 
model outputs better honour the observed well rates and pressures (Emerick et al., 2007).  This well information is obtained at 
discrete locations and therefore frequently lacks the areal coverage required to adequately constrain the reservoir parameters.  
This is an inverse problem and is inherently non unique, meaning there could potentially be many reservoir models which 
would satisfy the well constraints (Dong and Oliver, 2003). 
 
     Time lapse seismic (or 4D seismic surveys) involves taking a series of seismic images at various stages during the life of a 
producing petroleum field.  The seismic image responds to changes in pressures and fluid saturations and can provide dynamic 
reservoir data in the region away from the wells, improving the areal coverage.  The qualitative use of this information is well-
established in industry, and has been used to monitor fluid movements, identify bypassed oil, mapping of gas caps, etc 
(Hughes et al., 1998).  More recently, as 4D seismic interpretations have become more reliable, research has focused on 
incorporating information from 4D seismic into the history matching process in a quantitative manner (Huang et al., 2001; 
Waggoner et al., 2002; Roggero et al., 2007).  This is expected to improve the quality of the history match, as the additional 
information provides further constraints to the reservoir model. 
 
     The development of computer hardware in recent years has made the use of assisted history matching tools more prevalent 
in industry (MEPO by ScandPower, EnABLE by Energy Scitech, SimOpt by Schlumberger).  These are typically based on the 
minimisation of an objective function, which is the sum of the square differences between observed and simulated data.  A 
number of studies have been carried out to develop an assisted history matching workflow, which incorporates seismic and 
well data (Gosselin et al., 2003; Mezghani et al., 2004; Stephen et al., 2006).  These studies have primarily focused on gradient 
based optimisation methods to minimise the objective function.  Whilst they have produced some encouraging results, the 
practice of quantitatively incorporating seismic data into the reservoir history match has yet to gain widespread use in industry; 
4D seismic data is still used in a primarily qualitative manner.  This may be due to the lack of commercially available assisted 
history matching tools which have a built in feature for incorporating seismic data.  Furthermore, gradient based optimisation 
algorithms are computationally expensive requiring a large number of simulations to calculate the gradient of the objective 
function.   
 
     This paper describes a more practical method of quantitatively incorporating time lapse seismic data into the reservoir 
history match using a commercially available assisted history matching tool.  We applied the method to a sector of the 
Schiehallion field in the UK Continental Shelf with 10 years of production history and three post-production seismic surveys.  
Imperial College 
London 
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The objective of our study is to investigate the feasibility of incorporating 4D seismic data into the reservoir model using this 
method and whether these data add value to the model.   
 
     We ran two concurrent assisted history match projects, one constrained to well data alone (case A) and the other 
constrained to both well and seismic data (case B).  These history matches used only the first six years of history data and the 
first available post-production seismic survey.  The simulations were then extended to produce forecasts of the remaining four 
years and compared to the observed data for that period.   
 
     Initially we used over 80 input modifiers and for this scenario we did not see any clear benefit to incorporating 4D seismic 
data.  We then investigated the effect of reducing the number of input modifiers and repeated the study with only the top 40 
most influential modifiers, which we estimated through sensitivity data.  In this case, the beneficial impact of seismic data on 
the quality of the history match was clearer and the likely reasons for this will be discussed later. Furthermore, we examined 
the impact of seismic data on the prediction capabilities of the models. 
 
 
Background 
 The Schiehallion Field  
The Schiehallion Field is located in the UK Continental 
Shelf (UKCS), approximately 200km west of the 
Shetlands Islands.  It was discovered in 1993 and has been 
producing since July 1998.  STOIIP is estimated at around 
2,200 MMbbls, of which it has currently produced around 
15%.  The field comprises a series of stacked Palaeocene 
turbidite sandstones, which are divided into the T25, T28, 
T31 T34 and T35 zones.  We noted that the deeper 
reservoir zones T25 and T28 are poorly imaged on 
seismic; with poor discrimination between sand and shale.  
Typical porosities are 25 - 35% and permeabilities around 
100 to 1000mD.  The field also contains five east-west 
trending, northwest dipping rotational fault blocks; known 
as Segments 1 – 5.  These are illustrated in Figure 1 and 
Figure 2 in this study, we have extracted part of one 
segment from the full field model to give a sector model 
on which to run simulations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     The Field Development Plan has used primarily horizontal producers targeting individual reservoir zones and vertical water 
injectors completed over the whole reservoir section.  In the sector model, there are three producers P1, P2, P3 and two 
injectors, I1 and I2.  Only the producer P1 is multi-zone and has been completed across T28 to T35.  The remaining production 
wells are all single zone completions. 
 
Figure 1 – N-S cross section showing the fault blocks and 
the distribution of fluids 
 
Figure 2 – Schiehallion structural compartments 
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     Due to harsh weather conditions and the subsea field development, 4D seismic has been the only reliable and repeated 
means of field wide reservoir surveillance.  Since first oil in 1998, there have been 6 subsequent surveys.  Repeatability of the 
surveys has been good and 4D seismic data has been critical for field management.  However, only the baseline and the three 
most recent surveys have currently been reprocessed to the same standard and subsequently inverted to the impedance domain.  
This is the seismic data that we will be using in this study.  Figure 3 shows a timeline of the seismic surveys that have been 
carried out and those that have been reprocessed to date. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Petro-Elastic Modeling (PEM)  
The 4D seismic data undergoes an inversion process to give elastic properties of acoustic impedance (AI), shear impedance 
(SI) and Poisson’s Ratio.   From these we can infer changes in pressure and fluid saturations.  For example, an increase in AI 
or a ‘hardening’ (usually shown in blue) means either an increase in water saturation or a decrease in pressure.  Conversely, a 
decrease in AI or a ‘softening’ (usually shown in red) would mean either gas coming out of solution or an increase in pressure.  
However, we are not certain of the cause of a change in elastic property. We can only infer it from the context, but in the 
Schiehallion field, AI responds to both saturation and pressure changes and SI responds mainly to pressure changes.  This is 
illustrated by the Schiehallion rock physics model presented in APPENDIX C.  However, in this part of the field, due to the 
relatively high permeability, we assume that pressure is fairly evenly distributed, and thus we attribute changes in AI primarily 
to changes in saturation.  Thus, an increase in AI near a water injector would be attributed to the water saturation increase due 
to the flood front; a decrease in AI in the proximity of a production well would probably be attributed to gas coming out of 
solution.   
 
     In this study, we seek to reconcile time lapse seismic data with the reservoir model.  In order to avoid non-uniqueness when 
we convert elastic properties into reservoir properties as described above, instead a Petro Elastic Model (PEM) had been used 
to transform the reservoir properties to give elastic properties.  This work had been carried out during a previous study.  The 
PEM is essentially a set of analytical and empirical rock physics relationships, based on Gassman’s equation (Gassmann, 
1951) and calibrated to the specific field under study using logs and lab measurements.  It takes simulator outputs (pressures 
and saturations) and transforms them into the elastic domain and it is in this domain that we compare the 4D history data with 
the simulator outputs.  For this study, the PEM was an add-on to the reservoir simulator Eclipse 100.  Figure 4 and Figure 5 
illustrate the Delta AI response between 04 and 96 surveys in layer T34. The two plots compare AI inverted from observed 
seismic data with synthetic AI transformed from simulator output using the PEM.  We assume the blue region to be the water 
flood from the injector and the red region to be a gas cap developing around a producer. 
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Figure 3 – Seismic acquisition timeline 
 
Figure 4 – AI inverted from observed seismic data 
 
Figure 5 – AI transformed from simulator output using PEM 
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          We noted that there had been issues with the phase rotation and depth matching for the SI data, making the difference 
signal unreliable quantitatively.  Therefore for this study we incorporated only the AI property into the reservoir model.  
 
 
Assisted History Matching 
The traditional method of history matching involves manually adjusting parameters in a reservoir model until the model 
reproduces the past production behaviour within a defined criteria.  This is an inverse problem and is known to be a very time 
consuming and laborious process.  It is recognised that only a small number of input parameters can be sensitised and there is 
almost always more than one model which will satisfy the constraints.  In this study, we have used an assisted history 
matching tool called EnABLE.  It is used with the reservoir simulator in a structured workflow process to assist in finding 
acceptable history matches.  Compared to a conventional history match, EnABLE allows many more input parameters to be 
modified simultaneously, so that more degrees of freedom can be investigated.  Furthermore, instead of generating just one 
deterministic match as in the conventional history match workflow, EnABLE is used to produce multiple history matched 
models.  From these, the prediction uncertainty of the models can be evaluated. 
 
     The process of history matching is an inverse problem, which can be solved in a number of ways.  The majority of assisted 
history matching tools have focused on gradient based optimisation methods for solving the inverse problem.  These require 
the derivatives of the objective function to be calculated, which involves a number of extra reservoir simulation runs.  
Furthermore, whilst gradient based methods can find the local minima, they are known to be less effective at finding the global 
minima. 
      
     EnABLE attempts to solve the inverse problem in a Bayesian framework.  Essentially, this means that prior understanding 
and beliefs about the problem can be used as input.  These beliefs are constantly modified according to new information 
provided.  EnABLE builds a statistical estimator model which acts as a proxy for the simulator.  It provides a very rapid 
estimation of what the simulator would output given any set of inputs and also an estimate of the uncertainty.  As each 
simulation is completed, EnABLE compares the simulator result with the estimator’s prediction and then updates the estimator 
accordingly so that it becomes more accurate.  The estimator is used to guide the history matching process, choosing 
combinations of input variables which are likely to produce a good history match, thus allowing acceptable history matches to 
be found much more rapidly.  In a Bayesian framework, the solution space is scoped prior to the statistical model being built, 
which makes it a more effective method for finding the global minima. 
 
 
Methodology 
In this study, we have followed the basic EnABLE history match and prediction workflows.  We performed two concurrent 
assisted history match projects, which were identical except that one was constrained to well data alone (case A) and the other 
was constrained to both well and seismic data (case B).  These projects used only the first six years of production data and the 
first seismic survey for the history match.  The projects were then extended to produce forecasts of the remaining four years 
and compared to the history data for that period.  From these results, we examined the predictive capabilities of the two cases.  
The study was then repeated using half the number of modifiers to investigate whether a more accurate proxy model could be 
built when there are less degrees of freedom, thus allowing better quality matches to be found. 
 
 
 
 
Basic EnABLE Workflow 
EnABLE uses the reservoir model base simulator deck and creates many parametric variations of this deck, based on the input 
modifiers that the user chooses.  Each variation is realised as a new simulator deck and submitted to the simulator to be run.  
Figure 6 (adapted from Energy Scitech EnABLE User Manual) shows the basic EnABLE workflow, which we used to perform 
the history match constrained to well data only (case A).  We will first discuss this workflow in the context of the study and 
then describe the modifications that we made in order to incorporate 4D seismic data (case B). 
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Identifying Input Modifiers 
For the base simulator deck, we used the sector model extracted from the Schiehallion full field model.  We identified the key 
categories of input parameters to be sensitized. 
 
Inter-geobody connectivity 
Previous experience on the Schiehallion field has shown that the primary controls of pressure distribution and water sweep are 
flow barriers.  In this current reservoir model, ‘geobodies’ have been used as the basis for defining the main reservoir 
architecture.  Geobodies are identified from the seismic data and are bounded either by sand body edges (e.g. channel margins) 
or faults or both.  The connectivity between two neighbouring geobodies was assigned a transmissibility multiplier between 
zero and one.   
 
     These multipliers have been used as the main tuning parameter in the history match.  However, in Segment 4 there are 76 
geobodies, with over 300 inter-geobody connections.  It was not practical to sensitise all of them as EnABLE recommends 
selecting between 30 to 70 input modifiers.  In order to approximate the most important transmissibility multipliers, we ranked 
the mulitpliers in order of the number of connections between a geobody pair and selected only the top 50. 
 
     Geobody 9 represents the heterolithic bedding, which are closely interbedded deposits of different lithologies but have been 
identified from seismic as belonging to the same geobody.  This heterolithic geobody has connections with many other 
geobodies, so it was impractical to sensitise the the transmissibility multipliers individually.  Instead we assigned any 
connection between Geobody 9 and a neighbouring geobody with the same multiplier “hetero_mult”. 
 
     Geobody connections which were not sensitised were assigned a multiplier of 1, i.e. completely open.   
 
Zonal allocations 
For wells in the sector model, only one PLT has been carried out on an injector.  Therefore, zonal allocation of the injected 
water remains a major uncertainty.  Furthermore, we have one multi-zone production well producing from three zones.  Thus, 
the zonal allocation of the two injection wells and this producer were treated as input modifiers.  They were sensitised using 
the productivity index multiplier by zone. 
 
 
Critical Gas Saturation and Gas Resolution Rate 
The seismic response is sensitive to fluid saturation and responds to very small changes in gas saturation.  We thus selected 
gas saturation and gas re-solution rate as two extra input modifiers to aid the match for seismic response.  Gas re-solution rate 
is a control that can be set in the simulation, governing the maximum rate at which solution GOR can rise. If it is low, Rs rises 
very slowly and free gas will readily dissolve in under-saturated oil, which may be the case if hydrocarbons are trapped in very 
narrow pore throats. Conversely, when re-solution is high, Rs rises quickly until oil becomes saturated or no free gas remains.  
Sensitivity studies have shown that during pressure increase, when re-solution rate is low, the effect of gas will dominate the 
seismic response, but if the re-solution rate is high, it is the pressure increase which will dominate the seismic response 
because the gas has re-dissolved. 
 
Figure 6 – Basic EnABLE Workflow 
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Other modifiers 
Conventional history match parameters, such as horizontal and vertical permeabilities of the three reservoir zones were also 
sensitised.  Furthermore, the critical water saturation was used as a modifier to match the well phase ratios and water 
breakthrough times. 
 
    Parameters relating to the aquifer were not sensitised directly.  There are five geobodies which model the aquifer.  We 
sensitised the transmissibility multipliers between those five geobodies and other geobodies, and we felt that by doing we had 
effectively taken into account of uncertainties in the aquifer.   
 
 
Simulation Runs in enABLE 
EnABLE uses the base simulator deck and changes the input parameters based on those we had specified and their ranges.  
This creates a new modified deck which it runs through the simulator.  enABLE uses two main categories of simulation runs to 
build and improve the estimator model – scoping runs and refinement runs. 
 
Scoping Runs - Before the Bayesian estimator can be initialised for the first time, ‘scoping runs’ are performed to sample the 
solution space.  Solution space refers to all the potential modifier values that can be generated.  The modifier values chosen by 
EnABLE are typically quite extreme values, within the ranges specified.  We ran 25 scoping runs, which provided the initial 
basis for the estimator. 
     We then imported history data into the EnABLE project and selected history match points and tolerances for each point. 
EnABLE does not try to match the entire production history, but instead focuses on specific “match points” which we specify 
as the user.  The tolerance for a data point is the range for which a history match is considered acceptable, and accounts for 
likely measurement error or poor quality data (Bustamante 2005).  The tolerance of a point also affects how heavily that point 
is weighted in the objective function, i.e. how hard EnABLE will try to match to it.  In case A when constraining only to 
production data, we chose match points in GOR, WC, BHP, BP9, and RFT Pressure.  These match points and tolerances are 
presented in APPENDIX D.  After the match points had been chosen, the statistical estimator was initialised. 
 
Refinement Runs – Refinement runs are used to improve the quality of the estimator.  The two main type of refinement runs 
that we used were ‘Most Informative’ (MI) runs and ‘Best Match’ (BM) Runs.   
The aim of MI runs is to reduce uncertainty in the estimator. For MI runs, modifier values are chosen to gather information 
about the reservoir model in the areas where there is the greatest uncertainty and improve its ability to predict simulator 
response.  BM runs are then carried out, where the aim is for the estimator to find the combination of modifier values which 
produce the best match.  We carried out batches of 12 MI runs followed by 3 BM runs. 
 
     When we observed the estimator uncertainty was not reducing as more runs were carried out, we re-initialised the 
estimator.  This rebuilds the estimator model with a different set of terms and coefficients, which will initially cause the 
estimator uncertainty to rise sharply, but after more MI and BM runs, it should stabilise at a lower uncertainty than prior to the 
re-initialisation.  A graph showing estimator uncertainty is presented in APPENDIX E.  This cycle of re-initialisation, MI runs 
and BM runs was repeated a number of times until good matches were consistently being obtained.  
 
Match Quality 
Following each batch of runs, we inspected the ‘quality’ of the history match points.  This is a measure of how closely the 
simulation matched the history point for a particular “match point” selected.  Quality is defined as the absolute deviation 
between the simulator’s estimate and the observed history for a particular “match point”, divided by the tolerance at that point.  
Thus the lower the quality value, the closer the match; with a perfect match giving a quality of zero.   
 
Forecast Mode 
When we observed that average match qualities were not improving with further runs, we extended the simulation into forecast 
mode.  We compared the forecasts of oil, gas and water rates and BHP generated from the reservoir model with observed data 
to investigate effect of incorporating seismic data on prediction capability of the model.   
 
Incorporating 4D Seismic Data 
The workflow we employed for incorporating 4D seismic data involved examining the delta AI response and identifying 
regions in the reservoir model with large changes in seismic response.  We identified five distinct areas of large delta AI 
response: four in T34 and one in T31.  We inserted ‘dummy’ wells in and around these regions and used the dummy wells to 
output the delta AI value in the form of pseudo-RFT data extracted at selected time-steps from the array of restart data using a 
Perl script.  We typically placed one well at the point of the largest seismic response and then placed several more around the 
periphery of the response, to give an indication of the lateral extent of the signal.  Figure 7 – 10 show the locations of the 
dummy wells that we inserted into the simulation model.  In EnABLE we were able to set history match points for the AI in 
the same way as we had selected RFT Pressure data.  
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Reducing the Number of Modifiers 
After the initial concurrent pair of history match projects, we then investigated whether reducing the number of degrees of 
freedom in the model would allow a more accurate statistical estimator to be built with fewer simulation runs, thus enabling 
better quality matches to be found more quickly.  In the initial projects, we used 80 modifier values.  From the sensitivity 
results of those initial projects, we identified the top 40 most influential modifiers.  This process was subject to a degree of 
uncertainty because the sensitivity values are calculated using the estimator model, which itself is uncertain.  Furthermore, 
sensitivity values do not take into account of relationships between modifiers.  We correlated results from case A and case B 
and selected those modifiers which were consistently influential in both cases.  We repeated the two history match projects as 
before using this new reduced set of modifiers. 
 
 
Experimental Results and Discussion 
80 Input Modifiers 
When 80 input modifiers were used, we did not observe any apparent benefits to incorporating seismic data in the history 
match process.  We used average quality value as a measure of how closely the simulation results matched the observed data 
for the selected match points.  We compared the average qualities of case A and case B and saw no evidence to show that 
incorporating seismic data improved the quality value.  We postulated that with 80 input modifiers, the solution space was too 
large and could not be explored adequately within an acceptable timeframe, which prevented a reliable estimator model to be 
built in EnABLE.  However, given enough time and computational resources, if we were to run enough simulations to explore 
the solution space more fully, then we should also see the benefit of the seismic data as well.   
 
Figure 7 – Dummy wells in Layer T35 (k=10) 
 
Figure 8 –  Dummy wells in Layer T34 (k=23) 
 
Figure 9 –  Dummy wells in Layer T34 (k=35) 
 
Figure 10 –  Dummy wells in Layer T31 (k=70) 
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Reduced Number of Input Modifiers 
By reducing the number of modifiers intelligently, using only the most influential ones, we were able to reduce the number of 
degrees of freedom.  We repeated the project with this reduced set of modifiers and the effect of incorporating seismic data 
became more evident. With fewer modifiers, a more accurate estimator can be built within a reasonable timeframe leading to 
better quality history matches.   
 
 
Effect on Match Quality 
At the end of the study, we had carried out 430 simulation runs for each case, of which 83 were BM runs.  Figure 11 shows the 
distribution of the qualities of these BM runs.  A small quality value represents a good match.  We observe that when seismic 
data was incorporated, there were more simulation runs which gave a smaller quality value (i.e. a better match) than when well 
data alone was used.  This indicates that the additional seismic data has helped the estimator to find better history matches than 
when only well data was used. 
 
 
 
 
Effect on Prediction Capability 
As mentioned earlier, we have history data from 1998 to 2009 and three post production seismic surveys, in 2004, 2006 and 
2008.  We carried out the history match using only data up to 2004 and then ran the simulations in forecast mode.  We 
examined the forecasts generated using the models with the top five best history match qualities and compared the simulations 
with the observed data for 2004 – 2009.  We examined prediction capability for oil, water and gas production rates for 
producers P1 and P3.  P2 was not considered because during 2004 – 2009, it was shut off for the majority of the time due to 
very high water cuts.  We also examined predictions of the BHP for the two producers.   
 
For each parameter, we divided the data into two sections: history match and prediction.  We calculated the root mean square 
(RMS) of the difference between each observed data value and the simulated value for the history match section and for the 
prediction section.  This was used as a metric for the quality of match or accuracy of prediction.  The quality values are 
summarised in Table 1.  The columns ‘Well’ are for when only well data has been used for the history match and the columns 
‘Seismic’ are when both wells and seismic data have been used.  Note that these history match qualities are different to those 
calculated by EnABLE.  These are calculated for all data points, whereas the EnABLE quality only uses the selected match 
points.  Furthermore, these qualities do not depend on the tolerance of data point, which is a subjective value.  Again, a lower 
quality value means a closer match or more accurate prediction. 
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Figure 11 – Distribution of the Quality of the Best Match runs 
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Table 1 – History Match Quality and Prediction Quality 
 
PRODUCER P1 PRODUCER P3 
History match Prediction History match Prediction 
Well Seismic Well Seismic Well Seismic Well Seismic 
Oil Rate 14500 5270 20200 31900 3820 2950 2330 2580 
Gas Rate 11800 6200 12600 13600 4040 3080 2530 2700 
Water Rate 7720 5830 26300 37900 410 410 2830 3220 
BHP 2810 2200 2760 1690 2710 2690 4540 3900 
 
 
 
We observe that in almost all cases, even though seismic data improves the history match quality, it actually appears to make 
the predictions less accurate.  There is an improvement on prediction quality for the BHP of producer P1 and P3 but all other 
predictions are worse than when only well data was used.   
 
Figure 12 and Figure 13 examine the BHP of producer P1.  It appears that when seismic data was used in the history match, 
there is less divergence in the BHP forecast than when only well data is used.  This could be due to the additional constraints 
from the seismic data restricting the range of history matches that could be found.  In this case, the forecasts produced by the 
seismic history matched models gave more accurate predictions.  However, this could also be the fundamental reason why the 
additional seismic constraints can result in poorer predictions.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14 and Figure 15 show the water production rates for producer P1 for the two cases.  We can see that during the history 
match period there is a narrower range of simulation results when seismic data was incorporated, producing a better history 
match.  However it was actually the models that were matched only to well data that gave the more accurate forecasts.  We 
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Figure 12 – Producer P1 BHP – History Match Constrained to Well Data Only 
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Figure 13 – Producer P1 BHP – History Match Constrained to Well and Seismic Data 
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postulate that the additional seismic data has constrained the history match too tightly in some areas, which is restricting the 
range of forecasts which can be obtained. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Prediction of Acoustic Impedance 
We examined the effect of incorporating seismic data on the predictions of acoustic impedance.  Figure 16 and Figure 17 show 
the observed delta AI between 2006 and 1996 and also between 2008 and 1996.  We compare these observed AI to the 
simulator/petro-elastic model prediction of the AI for the same period.  We used the best history matched model from both 
case A (well data only) and case B (well data and seismic constraint).   It appears that the case B history matched model 
produces more accurate predictions of AI.   
      
     In zone T34, the model constrained only to well data over-predicts the extent of the seismic hardening (circled).  In T31, 
when seismic data was not used in the history match we observe a significant degree of seismic softening in the prediction, 
which is not present in the historical inverted AI.  The model history matched that incorporated seismic data predicts the 
response in T31 much more reliably. 
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Figure 14 – Producer P1 Water Rate – History Match Constrained to Well Data only 
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Figure 15 – Producer P1 Water Rate – History Match Constrained to Well Data and Seismic 
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Discussion and Recommendations 
From these experimental results, we see that although incorporating seismic data using this workflow has helped us to obtain 
better matches than when only well data was used, the predictions generated from these matches are typically not as good.  We 
suspected that the additional seismic data has constrained the history match too tightly in some regions which prevents the 
assisted history match tool finding the required matches that give reliable predictions.  The predictions of acoustic impedance 
were more accurate when seismic data was incorporated.   
 
Previous 4D seismic history matching studies in general have tried to match to the entire seismic array.  This is 
computationally very expensive and in this study we have used dummy wells to extract seismic data at discrete points that we 
believed contained useful information.  Thus the locations of these wells will significantly affect the history match that will be 
obtained.  The placement of these dummy wells can however be subjective as we want to identify distinct regions of seismic 
response and capture their extent, but it may be difficult to identify where a region actually ends.  We would recommend that 
greater care could be taken in the placement of these wells.  In particular, the connections between the dummy well and the 
reservoir should be chosen so as only to contain the seismic feature of interest and not any other layers. 
 
Furthermore, petro elastic modeling contains a great deal of uncertainty which may have a strong impact on the history 
matching results.  We would suggest that the key PEM parameters should also be sensitised in the history matching process. 
 
Finally, we note that due to issues with the test separator, the reported volumes for water and gas production rates are known 
to have a considerable degree of uncertainty.  This gives the Schiehallion Field a further degree of complexity.  We believe 
that despite these initial results, this seismic history matching workflow has potential.  The workflow could be explored in 
greater detail using a synthetic / semi- synthetic reservoir model, before it is applied to a real field.  Also, using a simpler 
reservoir model would significantly reduce simulator run times, which could allow us to investigate the impact of seismic data 
on prediction uncertainty of the model. 
 
Conclusions 
In this work we have proposed a workflow to quantitatively incorporate 4D seismic data into the reservoir model in the history 
matching process.  This was carried out using a commercial assisted history matching tool with an advanced Bayesian 
estimator model.  The workflow was tested on a sector model of a UK North Sea field and multiple models were generated 
from the history matching process.  Primary input modifiers were seismic geobody transmissibility, well productivity index 
and permeabilities.  Dummy wells were placed around regions of large seismic response to capture the lateral extent of the 
seismic response.  Seismic data at these dummy wells were extracted from the simulation arrays using a Perl script in the form 
of pseudo-RFT data. 
 
     Results have shown that incorporating 4D seismic data into the reservoir model history match has improved the quality of 
history matches that can be obtained.  However, when forecasts generated from the reservoir model were compared with 
observed data, we found that those models that incorporated seismic data gave poorer predictions of fluid production rates than 
models history matched to well data alone.  We suspected that this was due to the additional seismic data constraining the 
history match too tightly in some regions, preventing the required range of predictions from being found.  We showed that the 
predictions of the acoustic impedances were better in the models that had been constrained to seismic data. 
 
Figure 16 – Prediction of Delta AI between 2006 and 1996 
in T34 ( from left to right): 
Observed Delta AI; Delta AI from model matched to well 
data; Delta AI from model matched to well and seismic 
data 
 
Figure 17 – Prediction of Delta AI between 2008 and 1996 
in T31 ( from left to right): 
Observed Delta AI; Delta AI from model matched to well 
data; Delta AI from model matched to well and seismic 
data 
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     We believe that despite that these initial results, this seismic history matching method has potential but needs to be studied 
further using a simpler field or synthetic reservoir model and data.  The method has the advantage that it uses commercially 
available software and it carries out the assisted history matching process in a Bayesian framework, which has several 
potential advantages over the more commonly used gradient based approach as discussed in an earlier section.  Furthermore, 
the workflow enables multiple models to be generated, which allows for improved estimates of uncertainty compared with the 
conventional deterministic match.   
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APPENDIX A. LITERATURE REVIEWS 
SPE 38653 (1997)  
A Procedure to Integrate Well Test Data, Reservoir Performance History and 4-D Seismic Information 
into a Reservoir Description 
Authors: Landa, J.L. and Horne, R.N. 
Contribution to the Use of 4D Seismic Data for Reservoir Characterisation: 
This was one of the earliest attempts at incorporating 4D seismic data in a quantitative manner for 
reservoir characterisation.   
Objective of the paper: 
To estimate distribution of porosity and permeability in heterogeneous and multiphase reservoirs by 
matching a range of dynamic data: well testing, production history and interpreted 4D seismic data. 
Methodology used: 
An objective function was defined for a mathematical model of the reservoir.  The objective function was 
minimised using the Gauss Newton gradient method. The method was applied to a channel model and a 
fault model. 
Conclusion reached: 
1. Using combinations of different data sources will reduce the uncertainty in the model.  
2. Despite the inherent uncertainty of seismic data, the addition of 4D information produced 
significant reduction in uncertainty. 
Comments: 
In this work, the 4D seismic was assumed to be in the form of maps of fluid saturation change.  It does 
not take into account of changes in pressure. 
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SPE 68819 (2001)  
Integration of Production History and Time-Lapse Seismic Data Guided by Seismic Attribute Zonation 
Authors: Huang, X., Bentley, L.R. and Laflamme, C. 
Contribution to the Use of 4D Seismic Data for Reservoir Characterisation: 
Showed the feasibility of perturbing reservoir parameters by seismically defined zones instead of by cells.  
Objective of the paper: 
To carry out automated history matching with 4D seismic data by firstly parameterising seismically 
attribute zonations. 
Methodology used: 
A clustering procedure was used to produce a set of seismic zones, which are considered homogeneous 
acoustically and hydraulically.  Each zone is assigned petrophysical properties.  The properties are 
perturbed as a unit until the history matching objective function is minimised. 
Conclusion reached: 
History matching to seismic attribute zonations produces history matches of comparable quality to a non-
zoned history match, indicating that seismic cluster analysis can be used effectively.  The reduced 
dimensionality means that less computational effort is required.  
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SPE 77956 (2002)  
Improved Reservoir Modelling with Time-Lapse Seismic in a Gulf of Mexico Gas Condensate Reservoir 
Authors: Waggoner, J.R., Cominelli, A. and Seymour, R.H. 
Contribution to the Use of 4D Seismic Data for Reservoir Characterisation: 
The paper describes seismic history matching for a gas condensate reservoir under primary depletion, 
whereas previous papers had focused mainly on oil reservoir.  In this case, observed changes in seismic 
response are due to pressure changes, not saturation changes as in oil reservoirs. 
Objective of the paper: 
To use 4D seismic data to constrain to the reservoir model in an optimised history matching procedure.   
Methodology used: 
In this study, seismic history matching is carried out using a greedy algorithm to minimise the objective 
function (OF).  The match parameters are randomly perturbed, and whenever the OF decreases the 
perturbations are retained and when the OF increases, then the perturbations are rejected.  The weighting 
of the objective function was chosen to emphasise the seismic data, because it was considered good 
quality.  
Conclusion reached: 
The reservoir model constrained to seismic data had improved predictive capabilities.  Furthermore, a 
partial barrier to flow was identified by constraining the model to seismic data. 
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SPE 84571 (2003)  
Quantitative Use of 4D Seismic Data for Reservoir Description 
Authors: Dong, Y. and Oliver, D. 
Contribution to the Use of 4D Seismic Data for Reservoir Characterisation: 
Uses an alternative gradient based algorithm for the automated history matching process. 
Objective of the paper: 
To provide a workflow for integrating seismic impedance changes into the reservoir model, by 
minimising an objective function.   
Methodology used: 
An objective function defining the mismatch between observed data and simulation output was defined.  
This objective function was minimised using the limited memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno 
(LBFGS) method, which is a gradient based method.  The gradient of the objective function was 
computed using the adjoint method.  The method was applied to a semi-synthetic model created from a 
large middle-eastern oil field. 
Conclusion reached: 
The LBFGS optimisation algorithm can be applied effectively for automated history matching.  For large 
scale problems, it converges more quickly than the Gauss-Newton method.  It showed that spatial 
distribution of seismic impedance data is able to reduce the uncertainty in estimates of reservoir 
parameters. 
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SPE 84464 (2003)  
History matching Using Time-lapse Seismic (HUTS) 
Authors: Gosselin, O., Aanonsen, S. I., Aavatsmark, I., Cominelli, A., Gonard, R., Kolasinski, M., 
Ferdinandi, F., Kovacic, L. and Neylon. K. 
Contribution to the Use of 4D Seismic Data for Reservoir Characterisation: 
Proposed the advantages of history matching at the elastic parameter domain, whereas before this most 
quantitative work had carried out the history match at either the pressure/saturation domain or the seismic 
response domain.  Both of these have significant drawbacks. 
Objective of the paper: 
To develop an integrated workflow to combine 4D seismic and well data in computer aided history 
match.   
Methodology used: 
The paper uses a gradient based method to update and optimise the reservoir model in the history match.  
Previously, optimisation was carried out using a global optimisation routine which requires many 
simulation runs to obtain a match.   
Uses a petro-elastic model (PEM) to forward model the pressures and saturations into elastic properties.  
Applies the PEM at the simulation (coarse grid) scale. 
Conclusion reached: 
History matching to seismic attribute zonations produces history matches of comparable quality to a non-
zoned history match, indicating that seismic cluster analysis can be used effectively.  The reduced 
dimensionality means that less computational effort is required. 
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SPE 90420 (2004)  
History Matching and Quantitative Use of 4D Seismic Data for an Improved Reservoir Characterisation 
Authors: Mezghani, M., Fornel, A., Langlais, V. and Lucet, N. 
Contribution to the Use of 4D Seismic Data for Reservoir Characterisation: 
Proposed a new integrated workflow for history matching using seismic data, where the geostatistical 
model and the simulation model are updated simultaneously in the history match workflow. 
Objective of the paper: 
To incorporate 4D seismic data into the reservoir model, by updating the geostatistical model and the 
simulation model simultaneously. 
Methodology used: 
1. Perturbation of parameters in the geostatistical model using gradual deformation method (GDM) for 
parameterization in order to better honour the dynamic data.  GDM ensures the preservation of the 
geostatistical coherence of the model. 
2. Upscale the geostatistical model to get a flow simulation model. 
3. Run the flow simulation model to generate production, saturation and pressure results. 
4. Downscale simulation outputs to give an updated geostatistical model (fine scale) 
5. Generate synthetic compressional and shear impedances in fine scale. 
6. Filter the synthetic impedance in the bandwidth of the seismic data. 
7. Upscale to seismic data scale. 
8. Computation of objective function.  
9. Update the reservoir model at the fine scale using optimisation algorithm to minimise the objective 
function. 
The workflow was validated for a synthetic test case with 12 years production history. 
Conclusion reached: 
It is shown that this workflow can be successfully applied to a synthetic test case, providing a good match 
of production and 4D data.  The use of the GDM workflow preserves the coherency of the geological 
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model properties. 
Comments: 
This workflow requires the downscaling of saturation and pressures to the fine scale grid.  The process of 
downscaling is still an active area of study. 
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SPE 90466 (2004)  
Petro elastic modeling as Key Element of 4D History Matching: A Field Example 
Authors: Falcone, G., Gosselin, O., Maire, F., Marrauld, J. and Zhakupov, M. 
Contribution to the Use of 4D Seismic Data for Reservoir Characterisation: 
Does not contribute new findings, but does focus on the impact of petro-elastic modeling for 4D Seismic 
history matching. 
Objective of the paper: 
To test the reliability of an existing PEM and validate it based on acoustic log data.   
Methodology used: 
An existing PEM for the Girassol field was used as the starting point for the study.  This was first 
validated at the log and lab scale and modifications were made to the model.  The updated model was 
then used at the reservoir simulator model scale to determine the effects of saturation and pressure 
changes on acoustic impedances. 
Conclusion reached: 
The quality of optimised model is highly sensitive to the parameters in the PEM.  Hence calibration of the 
parameters to log data should be carried out. 
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SPE 94173 (2006)  
Multiple Model Seismic and Production History Matching: A Case Study 
Authors: Stephen, K., Soldo, J., MacBeth, C. and Christie, M. 
Contribution to the Use of 4D Seismic Data for Reservoir Characterisation: 
The development of a global optimisation method based on a multiple model approach for the history 
match. 
Objective of the paper: 
To implement this method on the Schiehallion Field. 
Methodology used: 
This study uses a quasi-global stochastic method in a Bayesian framework.  The solution space is first 
sampled from a parameter distribution.  Multiple models are generated by modifying input parameters.  
The predicted seismic impedance is then compared to the observed seismic. The objective function is 
optimised using the simulated annealing algorithm. 
Conclusion reached: 
The seismic data has been used successfully to constrain the reservoir properties close to the injectors.  
Constraining the reservoir model to the baseline survey improves the chances of obtaining a good quality 
match. 
Comments 
The optimisation method described in this paper is an improvement to gradient based methods as it is 
more efficient at finding global maxima.  The method is also faster than stochastic methods as it requires 
less simulations to converge. 
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SPE 106019 (2007)  
Assessing the Accuracy of History Match Predictions and the Impact of Time Lapse Seismic Data: A 
Case Study for the Harding Reservoir 
Authors: Walker, G. J. and Lane, H. S 
Contribution to the Use of 4D Seismic Data for Reservoir Characterisation: 
Developed a proxy model for the value of surveillance based on the divergence of predicted economic 
outcomes. 
Objective of the paper: 
To assess the accuracy of prediction of multiple models history constrained to seismic data and to 
develop a metric for estimating the economic value of future seismic acquisitions. 
Methodology used: 
Assisted history matching technique based on BP’s TDRM (Top Down Reservoir Modelling) is used to 
incorporate 4D seismic data into the reservoir model.  A correlation between the divergence in economic 
outcomes and the divergence in predicted surveillance signature was developed.  From this correlation, a 
proxy model for the value of surveillance was developed.   
Conclusion reached: 
The incorporation of seismic data in the reservoir model history match has improved the prediction 
capability of the models.  Furthermore, it has helped to reject a number of those models for which a good 
match may still give poor predictions.  Also found that delaying the acquisition of seismic acquisition, 
diminishes the value. 
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SPE 107179 (2007)  
History matching 4D Seismic Data with Efficient Gradient Based Methods 
Authors: Emerick, A.A., Moraes, R.J. and Rodrigues, J.R.P. 
Contribution to the Use of 4D Seismic Data for Reservoir Characterisation: 
Does not really present anything new but applies a workflow originally devised for calculating 
derivatives of production data to the calculation of seismic attribute derivatives.   
Objective of the paper: 
To use a derivative based assisted history matching tool developed in a previous project for the 
integration of 4D seismic attributes into the reservoir model.   
Methodology used: 
The history matching tool used a trust-region Quasi-Newton optimisation algorithm.  Seismic attribute 
derivatives were calculated using the forward and adjoint method.  The methodology was tested on 3 
synthetic cases; the first case was a controlled experiment to test the efficiency of the algorithms, the 
other two cases were based on production fields. 
Conclusion reached: 
1. The first synthetic case shows the robustness of the method and that the adjoint method is more 
efficient for gradient calculation. 
2. The second and third cases show that the introduction of seismic data in the objective function 
improves the history match of the water cut, pressure and saturation distribution. 
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SPE 109929 (2007)  
Matching of Production History and 4D Seismic Data – Application to the Girassol Field, Offshore 
Angola 
Authors: Roggero, F., Ding, D.Y., Berthet, P., Lerat, O. and Schreiber, P.E. 
Contribution to the Use of 4D Seismic Data for Reservoir Characterisation: 
The first to propose the use of the Facies Proportion Calibration Method (FPCM) 
Objective of the paper: 
To use an advanced history matching methodology for constraining 3D stochastic reservoir models to 
both production history and 4D seismic attributes for the Girassol Field. 
Methodology used: 
Essentially uses the workflow proposed in SPE 90240 with the addition of the FPCM, to update the facies 
proportions locally and globally in order to constrain the model. 
Conclusion reached: 
The model that was history matched to 4D data gives better production forecasts and improved 
predictions of areal distribution of impedance properties. 
Comments: 
Only the P-impedance attributes have been used, S-impedance attributes were considered to be too noisy. 
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SPE 118839 (2009)  
Embedding a Petroelastic Model in a Multipurpose Flow Simulator to Enhance the Value of 4D Seismic 
Authors: Fanchi, J.R. 
Contribution to the Use of 4D Seismic Data for Reservoir Characterisation: 
Does not contribute a great deal.  The author is applying fairly established technique (embedded PEM) to 
two scenarios not previously tested. 
Objective of the paper: 
To show that a petro-elastic model can be embedded into a flow simulator and to apply this integrated 
flow modelling technique for compositional and thermal applications. 
Methodology used: 
A petro elastic model is coded into a multipurpose flow simulator.  The PEM algorithm is validated by its 
use on 4 synthetic test cases. 
Conclusion reached: 
The seismic data has been used successfully to constrain the reservoir properties close to the injectors.  
Constraining the reservoir model to the baseline survey improves the chances of obtaining a good quality 
match. 
Comments 
Applications demonstrate that the integrated flow modelling technique can be used to calculate 
information applicable to time lapse seismic. 
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APPENDIX B. CRITICAL MILESTONES TABLE 
Table B1 – Milestones in Seismic History Matching 
Paper Year Title Authors Contribution 
SPE 38653 1997 “A Procedure to Integrate 
Well Test Data, Reservoir 
Performance History and 
4-D Seismic Information 
into a Reservoir 
Description” 
Landa, J.L. and 
Horne, R.N. 
One of the earliest attempts at 
incorporating 4D seismic data in 
a quantitative manner for 
reservoir characterisation.   
SPE 84464 2003 “History Matching Using 
Time Lapse Seismic 
(HUTS)” 
Gosselin, O., 
Aanonsen, S. I. 
et al. 
Developed a fully integrated 
workflow to combine 4D 
seismic and well data in 
computer aided history match. 
SPE 90420 2004 “History Matching and 
Quantitative Use of 4D 
Seismic Data for an 
Improved Reservoir 
Characterisation” 
 
Mezghani, M., 
Fornel, A., 
Langlais, V. and 
Lucet, N. 
Proposed a workflow for seismic 
history matching where the 
geostatistical model and the 
simulation model are updated 
simultaneously in the workflow. 
SPE 94173 2006 “Multiple Model Seismic 
and Production History 
Matching” 
Stephen, K., 
Soldo, J., 
MacBeth, C. and 
Christie, M. 
Developed a global optimisation 
method based on a multiple 
model approach for the history 
match. 
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APPENDIX C. SCIEHALLION ROCK PHYSICS MODEL 
 
 
Figure C18 – Schiehallion Rock Physics Model 
 
Figure C1 presents the Schiehallion Rock Physics Model.  It shows that acoustic impedance will respond 
to changes in both saturation and pressure, whereas shear impedance is less sensitive to changes in 
saturation. 
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APPENDIX D. HISTORY MATCH POINTS AND TOLERANCES 
Background 
In EnABLE we do not match to each observed data point.  Instead we use our engineering judgement to 
choose two or three key match points for each parameter.  The main match parameters we used were 
water cut (WC), gas oil ratio (GOR), Bottom hole flowing pressure (BHP), Grid block pressure (BP9), 
RFT and a parameter derived from WC called bt_time to better match the water breakthrough time. 
 
From history data, GOR for the three production wells stayed around 0.3 – 0.4.  Thus we typically used 
only 2 match points constrain GOR data, one at the beginning of the history match period and one near 
the end.  Tolerances on water cut were large as there was expected to be a lot of uncertainty in the 
measurements of water production.  For BHP we typically used 2 or 3 points per well, including one at 
the beginning and one at the end.  For the BP9, we chose the shut in pressures as our match points as 
these were considered the most reliable measurements.  For RFT, we had one match point for each 
reservoir zone. 
 
The parameter bt_time was derived from the water cut.  Any water cut value less than a threshold value 
of 1% was assigned 1 (no breakthrough) and any water cut value greater than the fixed threshold was 
assigned 0 (breakthrough).  These ones and zeros were then integrated so initially we have unit slope 
when there is no breakthrough.  When the slope falls to zero, this means that water has broken through.  
Matching to this derived parameter is more effective than matching directly to the water cut data because 
it is difficult to build an accurate estimator model for a match point which is not varying a lot, i.e. a point 
just before water breakthrough.   
 
In the plots below, the coloured lines show the simulation results of the scoping runs, the dotted points 
show observed data and the red vertical lines show the match points and the tolerances.   
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Figure D1 – GOR match points and tolerances P1  
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Figure D2 – water cut match points and tolerances P1 
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Figure D3 – BHP match points and tolerances P1 
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Figure D4 - Grid block pressure match points and tolerances 
P1 
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Figure D5 – RFT match points and tolerances P1 
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Figure D6 – GOR match points and tolerances P2 
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Figure D7 – water cut match points and tolerances P2 
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Figure D8 – BHP match points and tolerances P2 
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Figure D9 - Grid block pressure match points and tolerances 
P2 
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Figure D10 – GOR match points and tolerances P3 
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Figure D11 – water cut match points and tolerances P3 
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Figure D12 – BHP match points and tolerances P3 
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Figure D13 - Grid block pressure match points and tolerances 
P3 
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Injector I1 
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Figure D14 – BHP match points and tolerances I1 
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Figure D15 - Grid block pressure match points and tolerances I1 
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Figure D16 – BHP match points and tolerances I2 
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Figure D17 - Grid block pressure match points and tolerances 
I2 
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Figure D18 – RFT match points and tolerances I2 
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APPENDIX E. ESTIMATOR UNCERTAINTY 
Figure E1 shows the estimator uncertainty as it decreases with more runs being carried out.  When the 
estimator is re-initialised, the model is rebuilt with a different set of terms and coefficients, which will 
initially cause the estimator uncertainty to rise sharply, but after more MI and BM runs, it usually 
stabilises at a lower uncertainty than prior to the re-initialisation.   
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Figure E1 – Estimator Uncertainty 
 
 
 
 
